
STATEMENT A29 – Charlotte Beaumont 

I live on Somerset Terrace at the top of the hill. There are only five routes off Windmill Hill from my 

road (and from all the other roads on the north side of Windmill Hill). 

These are the five dark, deserted routes along which I would have to be walk to get to the majority 

of the pubs suggested to be alternatives by the Planning Officer. I never walk these routes by myself 

as they feel unsafe: 

1. Through Victoria Park, where people have been attacked (see references at the end 

of my statement). You would need to walk through this park to get to the Star and 

Dove, and other Totterdown pubs, or to walk round to the Victoria Park Pub. SEE 

PHOTOS 1 & 2 

2. Down a dark alleyway at the bottom of Somerset Terrace, which leads along a patch 

of dark grassland underneath the block of flats called Holroyd House. This would be 

the alternative method of getting to the Victoria Park Pub. SEE PHOTOS 3 & 4 

3. Under the railway bridge at the bottom of the road called ‘Windmill Hill’ and across 

Bedminster Green (a small park), very dark in the evenings or along Whitehouse 

Lane which is populated only with large industrial units. . You would need to walk 

across here and then down the deserted dark streets of Little Paradise on Stafford 

Street to get to all the pubs on East Street. SEE PHOTOS 5-12 

4. Down Dunkerry Road, along Cotswold Road out to St John’s Lane. To get to East 

Street alternative pubs this way, you would then have to go under the railway bridge 

by Lidl, which is in a light industrial area full of warehouses with no houses. SEE 

PHOTO 15 

5. Along the Malago River walkway, or through Windmill Hill orchard to get to the gin 

distillery SEE PHOTOS 13 &14 

I enclose photos of all these routes at the end of my statement. 

The Planning Officer states that Windmill Hill is a low crime area and therefore women and 

vulnerable people should feel safe to walk along these dark, deserted routes. I would like to point 

out that: 

1. The fact that the crime statistics tell me I have a low likelihood of being raped, tortured and 

murdered as I walk along a dark route to one of these alternative parks does not make me 

feel able to walk that way. I make my assessment of risk, based not only on the likelihood of 

something happening, but on the severity of the incident, if it were to happen. For that 

reason I would not walk these routes by myself. I would feel scared because they are dark 

and deserted. 

2. He states that Windmill Hill is a low crime area but fails to point out that most of the 

alternative pubs he suggests are not on Windmill Hill. 

3. The Planning Officer incorrectly applies statistics from the Crime Prevention Officer as if they 

are applicable to safety of walking routes to alternative pubs. But in fact the CPO did not 

report on the safety of those walking in the dark to other pubs, he only reported on the 

safety of the 5 potential new flats & occupants - however the Planning Officer tries to pass 

this off as Avon & Somerset Police saying they have concluded there is no adverse impact on 

vulnerable groups using the routes to alternative pubs. Please see my list of references of 

crimes at end of document. 



I used to feel very happy walking by myself to The Windmill Pub. I do also feel able to walk to the 

Rising Sun, and the Community Centre (which are all situated on the same side of Windmill Hill 

as my house). However these venues by themselves are not sufficient to replace the Windmill 

DUE TO ISSUES OF CAPACITY AND FUNCTION 

 The Rising Sun: The Rising Sun can definitely be considered part of the Windmill Hill 

community, but the capacity of this one remaining pub needs to be considered. The Rising 

Sun has a capacity of about a third of the people of the Windmill, nor does it have a family 

room; and no room for film club. It has an outdoor area but this is of limited value in the 

winter. By itself, it doesn’t provide enough space. Particularly considering the hundreds of 

new flats planned for Bedminster Green. 

 The Community Centre is not a pub and mainly holds classes (e.g. yoga, pilates, dance,etc) in 

both the large and small rooms. There is a bar at certain times during the week in the 

smaller room. The bar is is only open for limited days a week and for limited times and is 

members only. 

I would also like to point out that the applicant has started already to convert the beer storage cellar 

to a residential basement WITHOUT PLANNING PERMISSION. He has also ripped out the old wooden 

bar. The former point, in particular ,means the pub is more difficult to sell.  Nevertheless we have 

someone willing to buy the pub at market rate for a pub (not for a residential dwelling). 

Photos of walking routes suggested by PO to alternative ‘pubs’ 

1. Route through Victoria Park. This is one way to get to the Victoria Park Pub. It is also one 

way to get to Bedminster Parade pubs and The Apple Tree on Philip Street. This is the 

entrance to the park from Somerset Terrace  

 

 
 

2. Route to get to The ‘Victoria Park’ Pub route continued: looking from the Nutgrove Avenue 

park entrance back towards the Somerset Terrace park entrance. 

 



 

3. Alternative route to the Victoria Park pub: via a long alleyway on Somerset Terrace which 

leads down about along a patch of waste ground beneath the high rise block Holroyd House. 

 

 
 

4. Somerset Terrace Alleyway Photo 2 

 

 
 



5. Route off Windmill Hill towards East Street pubs. This is the railway bridge at the bottom of 

the road called ‘Windmill Hill’ 

 

 

6. Route to East Street pubs continued – after you have come under the railway bridge - across 

Bedminster Green by the grass roofed building 

 

7. Route to East Street pubs continued: Whitehouse Lane, junction between Bedminster Green 

and the bottom of the road called ‘Windmill Hill’, after you have passed under the railway 

bridge 

 

 



8. Crossing Bedminster Green to get to East Street. This pic taken looking back towards the 

base of the road called ‘Windmill Hill’. 

 

9. Bedminster Green looking the other way 

 
10. Alternative Route to East Street via Hereford Street  

 

11. Whitehouse Lane – route to Bedminster Parade (White Hart) and Philip Street (where the 

Apple Tree pub is) 



 

12. Whitehouse Lane, second photo taken by the farm near Philip Street (Apple Tree pub) 

 

13. View of route to the gin distillery –via the path through the Windmill Hill orchard (also 

known as the St. John’s Burial Ground, positioned on one side of Windmill Hill, path leading 

off Cotswold Road and down to the main road by this railway bridge by Lidl. This photo 

taken from main road looking towards the entrance to the orchard. 

  



 

14. Alternative route to the gin distillery, along the Malago River path 

 

 

15. Route to East Street via St. John’s Lane if you want to avoid Bedminster Green. This is the 

railway bridge by Lidl. It is also a VERY long way round! 

 

 

 

References: Crimes reported on internet in park 

 2019 muggings: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-50544628    

https://www.southbristolvoice.co.uk/eye-in-the-sky-could-be-used-by-police-after-

muggings-in-park 

 2019 violent attacks:  https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/gang-yobs-

terrorising-residents-victoria-3575464 

 2020 woman found assaulted:  https://www.itv.com/news/westcountry/2020-10-

25/woman-found-with-life-threatening-injuries-in-bristol-park 

 2021 ex-mayoral candidate threatened with knife: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-

england-bristol-59011357 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-50544628

